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COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT MISSION UPDATE
II

Date* FligM Payload

4101 STS-IO0 Protein Crystal Growth(PCG)
ISS Flight "6A" GenericBioprocessingApparatus(6BA)

Advanced Astroculture

11/01 STS-108 AdvancedASTROCULTURETM

ISS Flight "UF-I" Zeolite Crystal Growth (ZCG)

Microencapsulation ElectrostaticProcessing
System (MEPS)

Commercial BiomedicalTesting Module (CBTM)
Consortium Complex AutonomousPayload
(CONCAP IV-4)

Sponsor/Coordinator

Center for BiophysicalSciences and Engineering
BioSenle Space Technologies
Wisconsin Center for Space Automation and Robotics

Wisconsin Center for Space Automation and Robotics
Center for AdvancedMicrogravity Materials Processing
Center for Space Power

BioServe Space Technologies

Consortium for Materials Developmentin Space

* As of January 2001.



WELCOME TO INNOVATION

Commercializing
Technology:NASA's
IncubatorProgram

By Julie A. Holland
Director, NASA Commercialization Center

California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

OMMERCIALIZING TECHNOLOGY IS A DAUNT-
ing task. Of every 11 new product ideas, only one

will successfully make it

to the marketplace. Fully

46 percent of new product

investment becomes sunk

costs. Yet, a few good

companies consistently

attain an 80 percent tech-

nology commercialization

success rate and have led

the way in establishing

best practices.

The NASA Incubator

program consists of nine

incubators, each residing

near a NASA research

center. The purpose of

the incubators is to use

the best practices of tech-

nology commercialization to help early stage busi-

nesses successfully launch new products that

incorporate NASA technology.

The incubators are a novel new program that

extends the commitment NASA has made to commer-

cializing its technology from licensing and sponsored

research to a full complement of physical resources

and technical assistance. Most importantly, the

nature of the technical assistance is matched to the

complexities of navigating a successful new product

design and launch.

The promise has always been there. NASA invests

millions of dollars annually in basic and applied

research in order to meet the objectives of its mis-

sions. The result is a rich source of technology either

developed internally and available through licensing,

or developed externally by a company through some

form of NASA-sponsored research. This investment

creates a significant source of emerging technology

lftl INCUBAIOI?S ARE A N_.)vl:I

n[_ PROGRAM THAT EXTENDS till

COMMIIMEN1 NASA HAS MADE TO

COMmERClaL_zING _tS TECHNOLOGY

FROM LICENSING AND SPONSORED

RESEARCH |O A fULL COMPi.FMENI

OF PHYSICAL RESOURCES AND

II(tlNl(AI ASSISTAN(_°

that can typically be demonstrated in at least one

space-related application.

This is a very real opportunity for the small tech-

nology business. The high-risk period, including the

discovery and early applied phases of an emerging

technology's development, has been funded by NASA.

Intellectual property rights can be secured. As signifi-

cant as this contribution is, the complex process of

commercializing is only beginning. It is at this inter-

face that NASA's network of nine business incubators

assumes responsibility.

The type of company that benefits most is the

early stage technology company that wishes to license

technology developed at one of the NASA Centers or

already owns the intellec-

tual property rights

through a NASA-spon-

sored research agreement.

Regardless of the genesis,

the company intends to

develop the technology

and has the technical

capacity to convert the

research and early devel-

opment phase to a fully

applied environment. Typ-

ically, minimal effort has

been put into confirming

a viable market and estab-

lishing the business case.

The first overarching

objective is to instill the

best practice culture of market pull as opposed to

technology push. It means moving from a mentality

of "the technology works" to the reality of "who will

benefit from using the technology."

The NASA Alliance for Small Business Opportu-

nity (NASBO) launched late in 2000. The 12-month

pilot is testing a commercialization support pro-

gram in preparation for a national roll-out using

NASA's network of incubators. This is yet another

example of innovative initiatives available through

NASA.

Whether a company is developing its own technol-

ogy or seeking to license technology, the process is rig-

orous and requires both strategic and tactical expertise.

NASA's network of incubators provides a very real

opportunity to convert technology commercialization

risk into a reward by ensuring that there is continuity

in the process and an extended application-oriented

infrastructure.

http.'//nctn.hq, nasa.gov January * Fe_uarY 200 ] 3



COVER STORY

NASAIncubatorsAllow
BusinesstoGrow

INCE NASA'S FOUNDING IN 1958, THE
agency's programs have sponsored and produced

advanced research and technology involving a broad

range of technical disciplines and industries.

Commercial and secondary use of this knowledge

and innovation continues to generate great dividends

and growth for U.S. enterprises and quality of life.

The harvesting of NASA's technological resources

originated with the Space Act of 1958 creating NASA,

which mandated wide dissemination of the agency's

research and development

results. Today, NASA's com-

mitment to sharing the

results of NASA-funded

research and technology is

served by a network of tech-

nology transfer and commer-

cialization organizations

sponsored by and affiliated

with NASA. This network, the

NASA Commercial Technol-

ogy Network, includes nine

NASA-sponsored incubators,

charged with accelerating the

formulation, growth and suc-

cess of small, technology-based companies, via the

use of NASA research and development.

NASA has made a major effort to provide technol-

ogy commercialization opportunities to the private

sector, but there are constraints on the amount of

ongoing assistance NASA can provide to entrepre-

neurs once they obtain the rights to a NASA technol-

ogy. The result is that a large percentage of

entrepreneurs fail because they are not able to get the

long-term technical and business-related advice and

mentoring they need to be successful. Business incu-

bation has become an important means for address-

ing this problem. According to the Impact of

Incubator Investments Study in 1997, 87 percent of

incubator graduates are still in business five years

after completing the program.

NASA's incubators work with young businesses,

helping them to survive and grow during the initial

start-up period. Incubators provide hands-on man-

agement assistance, access to financing and exposure

THE MAIN GOAL OF AN INCUBAIION

PROGRAM IS |O PRODUCE SUCCESSFUL

GRADUATES, WHOSE BUSINESSES ARE

FINANCIALLY VIABLE AND FREES|ANDIN(,

wHEN THEY LEAVE [HE INCUBATOR,

(,[Nt RALLY IN TWO IO THREE Y[ARS.

to critical business and technical services. The main

goal of an incubation program is to produce success-

ful graduates, whose businesses are financially viable

and freestanding when they leave the incubator, gen-

erally in two to three years.

"The idea is to more directly impact commercial-

ization by adding not just the licensing feature but

also some instruction for small companies in product

development. It was really marrying the field of busi-

ness incubation with the technology commercializa-

tion objectives that NASA had," said Julie Holland,

director of California State University, Pomona. NASA

Commercialization Center.

The first NASA incubators--the Ames Technology

Commercialization Center, affiliated with NASA Ames

Research Center, and

the University of

Houston/NASA Tech-

nology Commercial-

ization Incubator,

affiliated with NASA

Johnson Space Cen-

ter-were founded in

the early 1990s.

According to Kevin

Barquinero, a former

NASA employer- who

served as the grant

manager for the incu-

bators' cooperative

agreements, "The basis for choosing Ames and John-

son is they were the centers that were the most dia-

metrically opposite. Ames is the most university-like,

while Johnson is mission-oriented."

NASA partnered with the IC _ Institute, operator of

the Austin (Texas) Technology Incubator, one _,f the

country's most successful incubators. Experiences

gained by IC _-from operating the Austin Technology

Incubator were considered vital to the NASA Incuba-

tors.

Barquinero also stated that ICe's expertise involved

partnering with the local community, including doc-

tors, lawyers, bankers, marketing experts and accoun-

tants, to make NASA's incubators successful.

The nine NASA incubators, each affiliated with a

NASA field center, function as separate entities, shar-

ing ideas and best practices via conference calls, but

with no formal network. In September 2000, eight of

the nine incubators met at NASA Goddard Space

Flight Center to craft a strategic plan. Calling them-

4 AerosPace TEcHnOtOGYInnovation http://nctn.hq.nasa.gov



selves NASA Inc., the group worked to establish met-

rics to define their overall performance in terms of

new companies, new licenses, new products and new

investments. "We want to support each other in how

we do things when they're effective," Holland said.

"But we're also looking for ways that the group as a

whole make a larger impact in terms of technology

commercialization. We want to provide a national

network for NASA."

The nine NASA incubators are located across the

country. Eight incubators are affiliated with a single

field center. The ninth is affiliated with two centers.

The incubators are:

• Ames Technology Commercialization Center

(ATCC), San Jose, California. A physical and vir-

tual incubator, ATCC uses a lab-to-market

approach which takes the technological output of

NASA Ames Research Center's laboratories and

pairs that technology with appropriate markets to

create and foster new industry and jobs.

http://ctoserver.arc.nasa.gov/incubator.html
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Business Technology Development Center

(BizTech), Huntsville, Alabama. BizTech serves

the Huntsville-Madison County community by

creating new jobs, achieving technology trans-

fer from the government labs to the commercial

marketplace, and enhancing economic develop-

ment in the area. BizTech's founding sponsors

are NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, the

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), the Alabama

Department of Economic and Community

Affairs (ADECA), the city of Huntsville, and Cal-

houn Community College. The facility is located
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on 40,000 square feet donated by Calhoun.

http://europa.uah.edu/biztech/index.html

NASA Baltimore Incubator at the Emerging Tech-

nology Center (ETC), Baltimore, Maryland. NASA

Baltimore Incubator provides commercialization

and technology transfer assistance to Maryland

universities, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

and federal laboratories seeking to create high

technology ventures in the state of Maryland.

http://www.etcbaltimore.corn

Florida/NASA Business Incubation Center (FNBIC),

Titusvitle, Florida. The

FNBIC is housed on the

Titusville, Florida, cam-

pus of Brevard Commu-

nity College. It is

managed through a

joint partnership

between the Techno-

logical Research and

Development Authority,

Brevard Community

College and NASA

Kennedy Space Center.

http://technology.ksc.

nasa.gov/FNBIC

Hampton Roads Technology Incubator (HRTI),

Hampton, Virginia. HRTI was chartered to promote

economic development of the city of Hampton Roads

through the commercialization of new technologies

developed at NASA Langley Research Center, local

universities and other regional government and

industrial research and development laboratories.

h ttp ://www.hr-incubat or.org

Lewis Incubator for Technology (LIFT), Cleveland,

Ohio. LIFT is a business incubator program

designed to nurture new and emerging technology-

based businesses. LIFT, managed by Enterprise

Development, Inc., is a cooperative effort of NASA

Glenn Research Center, the Ohio Department of

Development, the Great Lakes Industrial Technol-

ogy Center and Enterprise Development, Inc.

h ttp ://www.liftinc.org

Mississippi Enterprise for Technology, Inc (MsET),

Stennis Space Center, Mississippi. MsET, located at

NASA Stennis Space Center, is a private, non-profit

organization dedicated to creating high-skill, high-

wage jobs in Mississippi. MsET helps industry uti-

lize the scientific and technical expertise, facilities

and other resources of NASA and the U.S. Navy and

THE NASA BUSINESSINCUBATORS

SUPPORTNASA'S COMmErCiAL MISSION

BY PROVIDING SMALL BuS,NESSES wHH

ACCESSTO new tecHNoLoGY AND tHE

KNOWLEDGE ]O USE ]HE TECHNOLOGY ]O

MAKE 1HEIR BUSINESS GOALS A R[ALIIY.

their prime contractors, as well as federal laborato-

ries, the Mississippi Department of Economic and

Community Development and Mississippi colleges

and universities. MsET operates a full-service,

NASA-sponsored incubator program and partners

with the Mississippi Space Commerce Initiative to

develop remote sensing companies in an industry

cluster at NASA Stennis Space Center.

h ttp://www, mset. org

• NASA Commercialization Center (NCC), Pomona,

California. Located at California State Polytechnic

University, Pomona,

NCC is jointly funded

by the University and

NASA. It is dedicated

to helping small busi-

nesses access and

commercialize tech-

nologies developed

by NASA Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory and

NASA Dryden Flight

Research Center.

http://www.nasaincu-

bator.csupomona.

edu/horne.htrnl

• University of Houston/NASA Technology Commer-

cialization Incubator, Houston, Texas. Located at

the University of Houston, UH-NASA is jointly

funded by the University and NASA. Its mission is

to bring together technologies developed by NASA

with the resources needed for additional develop-

ment with the entrepreneurial interests to make

technology transfer a commercial reality.

http://www.research.uh.edu/otrn/techrnanage.html

Business incubation is a dynamic process of busi-

ness enterprise development. The NASA business

incubators support NASA's commercial mission by

providing small businesses with access to new tech-

nology and the knowledge to use the technology to

make their business goals a reality.

For more information, contact The Enterprise Network (TEN) and Ames

Technology Commercialization Center (ATCC), Dr. A. William Musgra_e, Jr.,

President & Chief Operating Officer (_ 408/557-6820 _ bdl@ten-r,et.org,

Jeanette Hazelwood, Corporate Communications @ 408/557-6879

jeanette@ten-net.org, 6opal Patwardhan, Director of Venture Develooment.

408/557-6716 _ gopal@ten-net.org Please mention you read a_out it

in h;r!o_Jtiufl.

6 Aerospace TecHnoLOGYInnovanon http://nctn.hq.nasa gov



TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

CCTContinuesSuccessful
CommercialGrowth

OMMAND AND CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES
Corporation (CCT) is automating commercial,

multi-vehicle spaceport launch control systems in

four states, while it continues to support NASA.

The company licensed the Control Monitor Unit

(CMU) software technology from NASA in 1997 and

is now developing

three products. One

is its signature prod-

uct, the Command

and Control Toolkit TM

(CCTK). The T-Zero TM

launch control soft-

ware and the Space-

port RangeNet TM

software augment

the capabilities of the

CCTK.

CCT Vice President

Kevin Brown said his

company now counts

spaceport agencies in Florida, Alaska, Virginia and

Washington among its customers. The Titusville,

Florida company, a graduate of the Florida/NASA Busi-

ness Incubator, has responded to proposal requests from

4 other state spaceport agencies, and is in discussions

with 10 other states.

A major milestone occurred in December 2000

when the Spaceport Florida Authority used CCT's

technology to successfully launch a suborbital Lite-

Star rocket. The launch was designed to validate new

hardware and procedures at Cape Canaveral Air Force

Station's Launch Complex 20, a newly reactivated

launch facility that is now available through the

Spaceport Florida Authority to support a variety of

small orbital and suborbital launch vehicles and

"spaceport technology" programs.

Another major milestone occurred when CCT

announced successful completion of acceptance test-

ing and final delivery of spaceport operations software

and computer systems at the Kodiak Launch Complex

(KLC) in Alaska. KLC is the nation's first commercial

spaceport not colocated with a federal facility. Accep-

tance testing was completed December 17, 1999 by

the CCT field team on-site at KLC.

Cc[ WAS RecOGNIZeD AS rile NASA-

KSC SMALL BUS_NESS SUBCONIRACIOR

OF THE Year eor 1998 AND recHvt I)

AN ECONOMIC DeVELOPMEN| AWARI)

fROM A LOCAl. ECONOMIC DI V[LOPMI NI

A(,! N(Y.

CCT was started in 1997 as a self-initiated spinoff

of a three-person McDonnell Douglas Space Systems

(now The Boeing Company) management team. The

team and their staff had spent more than 10 years

developing a high performance software technology

on contract to NASA; one of their first acts upon

starting CCT was to execute a Space Act agreement

granting them rights to improve and sell the software

to programs outside of NASA.

Today, CCT employs 20 personnel and has realized

revenue growth of 350 percent from 1997 to 1999.

The company spent its first

three years as a tenant in the

Florida/NASA Business Incu-

bation Center, where it had

access to a variety of business

and technology resources. In

April 2000, CCT moved its

headquarters from the 900-

square-feet of space in the

incubator to a 4,400-square-

foot office in Titusville,

Florida, just outside the main

gate of Kennedy Space Center

(KSC).
Brown said that CCT was

recognized as the NASA-KSC Small Business Subcon-

tractor of the Year for 1998 and received an economic

development award from a local economic develop-

ment agency. Most recently, CCT was named one of

the 100 fastest growing companies in Florida by the

fifth annual Florida 100.

The Spaceport Florida Authority recently entered

into an agreement with CCT to provide a turnkey,

state-of-the-art launch control system for Launch

Complex 20 on the Cape Canaveral Spaceport. The

new system will provide the spaceport with four

launch controller stations, a state-of-the-art launch

event sequencer, simulation software for testing and

operator training, data archival and retrieval, vehicle

commanding and live on-screen video. The system

will be based on CCT's Command and Control

Toolkit TM package augmented with the newly

released T-Zero TM launch control software. The

Spaceport Authority is considering an expansion of

the system to include CCT's commercial range opera-

tions software. The Spaceport RangeNet TM software

adds the capability to generate range maps, projected

trajectories and range safety displays. During flight,

the software obtains vehicle position information and

http;//nCtn.hrl.nasa.9ov January • FenruarY 200! 7



TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

plots present position and instantaneous impact

points for the entire mission.

NASA originally developed the CMU to provide a

comprehensive array of capabilities for use in control-

ling and monitoring complex systems of equipment

under development for the International Space Sta-

tion (ISS). CCT has continued to support NASA in this

effort and is currently involved with several new pro-

jects, including a Small Business Innovation Research

(SBIR) project with NASA Ames Research Center. This

project will concentrate on developing methods for

managing the flight paths of reusable launch vehicles

through commercial airspace. The flight management

methods wilt encompass all phases of mission plan-

ning for reusable launch vehicle operations, including

air traffic control, near-Earth and orbital airspace

management, and abort site selection.

In September 2000, the NASA launch facility in

Wallops Island, Virginia, ordered several CCT software

products to determine if the maturity of the software

is suitable for the high launch rates supported at their

site. In addition, NASA awarded a $600,000 research

contract to CCT to determine how to integrate flights

of future reusable rockets (those that launch and then

land similar to the Space Shuttle) into the nation's air

traffic control system. In November, CCT joined as a

subcontractor to The Boeing Company to help NASA

with research at KSC. This study will address the fea-

sibility of producing a portable payload test and verifi-

cation system (PTVS) for the Space Shuttle and ISS.

CCT is also involved in two other projects at KSC. One

is providing consulting services, product maintenance

and technical support for advanced life sciences tech-

nology and software. The other involves software tool

development for testing ISS simulators.

Formoreinformation,contactTomGouldat NASAKennedySpaceCenter

@ 321/867-6238_ thomasgould-l@ksc.nasa.govPleasemen'don

youreadaboutit in/,'_r_o_tJon.

HowtoWorkinYourPJs

HINK YOU MUST DRESS FOR SUCCESS EVEN
in the bold new world of telecommuting? Maybe

not, even if your employer has a videophone to dis-

play your image.

A digital human-image animation computer sys-

tem under development at NASA Jet Propulsion Lab-

OJgitaiPersonnela dig/tat, _o_cedr/',e_,bunyan-in!ageanim_'tion

computersvstemunderde,v_iopm,ef_tJt NASAJet Propui_;u(

laboratory,w_iimak_ it pos,@ieto _se,_nim,_qeof anyhum tr! face

and ma/_eJtappeal to he sp,_ai_inj,,_atu_,_/i_, Photopro_,rded;y

NASAJet Prof'o!sionLaboratory

oratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California, can use the

smallest units of speech, called phonemes, to manip-

ulate a person's facial movements in an image. The

system is driven by language rather than by manual

animation controls. While development is in the early

stages at this point, the eventual result will be photo-

realistic animation of a person speaking.

"This is voice-driven, so the image morphs in

response to a voice or equivalent input," said princi-

pal investigator John Wright of JPL. "Real-time ani-

mation is a key step in our development process.

Unlike cartoon morphs, this technology uses video

and facial movements of real people as its building

blocks."

The system, called Digital Personnel, will make it

possible to use an image of any human face and make

it appear to be speaking naturally. With a videophone,

it would be possible to have the option of always por-

traying the image you wish--no more "bad hair

days." A celebrity figure appearing to speak might be

another option for an image.

6 AerosPace TECHNOLOGYInnovanon http://nctn.hq.nasa.gov



Communication capabilities are being designed

for this technology to allow Digital Personnel to work

efficiently over telephone as well as data lines. Lower

bandwidth--the rate of data transmission, or bits per

second--will be used by this system, compared to the

bandwidth required to transmit real video images.

This will allow broader use of the technology while

also preserving the appearance of reality in the speak-

ing facial image.

"Digital Personnel is next-generation technology

using voice-driven animation of real human images,"

said Jerry Ruddle, vice president of sales and market-

ing at Graphco Technologies, Inc. in Newtown, Penn-

sylvania. "It will enable us to provide virtual personnel

for commercial applications in numerous markets.

Web-based customer support, with user-friendly

speaking interfaces, is an important application for

this technology. Along with other uses for human-like

Web applications, we project video telephones, broad-

casting, distance learning, video games and motion

pictures will also create significant demand for this

human-machine interface technology."

One application of the system might be an online

help desk--a live voice projecting through a digital

person would assist the user. The real support repre-

sentative, while speaking, could leaf through docu-

ments with his or her head down. The Web image

would be the digital person looking at and "speaking"

directly to the user.

Digital Personnel could also enhance e-commerce

by providing a user-friendly presence. Product demon-

stration, promotion and celebrity representation

interaction would be possible with online customers.

"We are excited about the acquisition of this tech-

nology and about our collaboration with JPL on

future development," said Cristian Ivanescu, chair-

person and CEO of Graphco Technologies, Inc. "The

Digital Personnel technology complements our mar-

ket offerings for secure database and information-

sharing systems for law enforcement, government

and industry."

Graphco Technologies, Inc. has acquired the

exclusive worldwide rights to Digital Personnel, a

patent-pending technology that makes it possible to

synthesize photo-realistic talking individuals for e-

commerce and e-support. ,1_

For more information, contactJohn Wright at NASAJet Propulsion

Laboratory,PrincipalInvestigatoron DigitalPersonnel@818/393-2706

JohnR.Wright@jpLnasa.govPleasementionyoureadaboutit in 'qsTa_ti_,'_

ActiveParticleFallout
MonitorCommercialized

HE AEROSPACE ENGINEERING GROUP (AEG)
of IDEA, LLC is commercializing the Active Par-

ticle Fallout Monitor (APFM), an automated monitor-

ing system that will benefit both NASA and private

industry.

The Beltsville, Maryland-based company joined

with NASA in January 1999 at Kennedy Space Cen-

ter (KSC) in a Cooperative Agreement to commer-

cialize the KSC-developed prototype. The private

and government sectors targeted for marketing of

the commercial APFM include the aerospace, aero-

nautical, semiconductor processing, electronics

fabrication and medical industries, or anywhere

that spaceflight hardware is processed or fabricated.

AEG believes there is no limit to the types of indus-

tries that would benefit from the APFM. Any indus-

try or business that requires or has an interest in

monitoring the level of fallout contamination will

be targeted. This also could potentially include

hotels, apartment complexes, corporate buildings

or any environment where the air quality concerns

occupants to the point that facility managers want

to provide an air quality level of assurance. AEG's

marketing plan calls for the production and sales of

300 units in early 2001.

AEG enhanced the innovation after setting up

office and laboratory operations at the Palm Bay,

Florida, Open Access Cleanroom through negotia-

tions with the Florida/NASA Business Incubation

Center. The company has experience in develop-

ing contamination-sensitive spaceflight hardware

and is aware of the potential problems that can

result from fallout. The one-year agreement called

for AEG to evaluate the system capability and per-

formance, its market potential, quantify system

reliability and improve system performance. This

work culminated in production of a manufactur-

ing prototype and accumulation of data contained

in a final project report that was furnished to

NASA.

NASA is using AEG's new APFM in the KSC

Space Station Processing Facility (SSPF) to moni-

tor components for the International Space Sta-

tion (ISS). The components are being prepared for

flight on the ISS in cleanrooms. Validation testing

http://nctn.hq.nasa.gov January • FeBruarY 2001 9
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of the system in the SSPF demonstrates that the

technology performs as well and better than exist-

ing methods of particle detection.

Particle fallout is a source of contamination

that is a concern by NASA and aerospace-related
industries. Depending on the type and size of the

particles, fallout can be a source of contamination

that can affect the performance of sensitive space-

borne instruments and support equipment. NASA,

KSC TEAM WINS TECHNOLOGY AWARD
I II I

he FederalLaboratoryConsortium(FLC),SoutheastRegion,recentlypresentedan
awardfor"ExcellenceinTechnologyTransfer"tothreeNASAKennedySpaceCenter

(KSC)employeesfor developingandcommercializingthe"Gas-LiquidSupersonic

CleaningandCleaningVerificationSpraySystem"technology.

"We areveryproudof ourpeoplewhowonthisaward.It is a firstfor KSCbutit

won't be the last," said KenPayne,director of the SpaceportEngineeringand

TechnologyDirectorate.=Aswe progresstowardbeinga truespaceporttechnology

developmentcenter,wewilthavemanyadditionalopportunitiesto shareourtechnology
withindustrytomakelife betterlot humankind."

EricThaxtonandRaoulCaimi receivedtheFLCaward,andatongwiththelate

GaryLin, developedthe Gas-LiquidSupersonicCleaning Systemto perform

precisioncleaningandcleanlinessverificationofcomplexSpaceShuttlemechanical

andelectronicparts.Thesystemusesa supersonicgas-tktuidjet insteadof CFC-
113solvents.

Thistechnologywasneededto replacefreonand chlorofluorocarbons(CFCs),

becauseof newlawstargetingtheiruse.Thetechnologywasalsoneededtoreduceother

cleaningsolventuse.

Dr. RonBarile,a scientistwithOynacs,Inc., the KSCEngineeringDevelopment

Contractor,continuesto performthe majorityof neededtesting,verificationand
modifications.

Threeprivatecompaniesare licensedto commercializetheGas-LiquidSupersonic

Cleaningtechnology,thanksto MelanieChan,licensingmanagerwiththeKSC

TechnologyProgramsandCommerciatizaUonOffice,whoreceivedthethirdFLCaward.
Sheworkedwiththeinnovatorstotransferthetechnology.

CryCleCryogenicDevelopment,Inc.oftheNetherlandsbecamethefirstforeignfirm
to licensea NASAinventionpatentedintheUnitedStates.

PreferredEngineeringof Danbury,Connecticut,licensedthesystemfor use in

nuclearpowerplantmaintenance.

Va TranSystemsof CtlutaVista,California,a leaderin carbondioxideprecision

cleaning,wasinterestedinthesystem'sabilitytoremovehydrocarboncontamination.

The FLC citedthe benefits andsignificanceof the technologytransferwhen

announcingtheaward.•

Formorei_fortnationaboutthe6a$-Li_idSupersonicCle_min9Syttom.pleasetee"1_ SpaceConfer

TechnologyCleaningUp"inIP,eMay/J_,e2000izsueofInnovation.Formoreinformeti_,contactTomGould

atNASAKennedySpaceCenterI_) 321/867-6238_ Thomas.G_Id-taLsc.nasa.oovReasemention

youreadabo_titinInnovation.

at KSC and other centers, has been aware of this

issue for several years and has sought to develop

different types of monitoring systems that are

designed to quickly alert spacecraft and spaceflight
hardware developers and customers of possible

fallout problems.

NASA developed and patented an instrument

that directly images, sizes and counts contamina-

tion particles. AEG obtained license rights to the

instrument and another patented KSC-developed

technology to help with the project. One is an
exclusive license to commercialize the "Detector

for Particulate Surface Contamination" (now

called the APFM), developed by the NASA Contami-

nation Monitoring Laboratory (CML) and the for-

mer KSC Engineering Support Contractor, I-NET,
Inc. The second license is non-exclusive for the

"Particle Fallout/Activity Sensor," also developed
by CML and I-NET.

Traditionally, measurement of the particle fallout

contamination level in a facility is accomplished by

placing a witness plate in the area where particle fall-

out is to be measured for several weeks. The plate is

then transported to a laboratory where particles are

manually counted under a microscope. This process

is tedious, time-consuming and prone to human

error, including errors caused by handling and trans-

portation of the witness plates.

The APFM is a quantitative particle fallout monitor

that measures the size and number of particles that are

collected on a surface representing contamination col-
lecting on surfaces at the point of use. The APFM can

measure particles from 5 to 750 microns in diameter

and calculate their contribution to percent area cover-

age. The instrument correctly processes irregularly

shaped particles as well as fibers, and provides a quanti-
tative measure of the cleanliness of a room according to

MIL Standard 1246.

The APFM allows manufacturing personnel to
take actions to eliminate contamination before it

becomes a major problem. The APFM consists of two

units--a processor and associated sensor heads. It

works by using two CMOS imaging sensors (cam-

eras) to examine a surface and determine the number

and size of particles that are being deposited on that

surface. •

For more information, contact Tom Gould at NASA Kennedy Space Center

_'_ 321/867-6238 _] Thomas.Gould-l@ksc.nasa.gov Please ment,on you

read about it in lnnovat/on
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NASAandFEMAPartner
toPreventDisasters

'ASA AND THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY MAN-
agement Agency (FEMA) recently signed a Mem-

orandum of Understanding (MOU) and joined in

partnership on a major natural disaster initiative.

The initiative is affiliated with Project Impact:

Building a Disaster-Resistant Community. The coop-

erative agreement will result in updated and more

accurate maps of floodplains, a better understanding

of wildfires, and maps to improve disaster recovery

and mitigation by state and local communities

throughout the United States.

Under the new partnership arrangement signed

by NASA Administrator Daniel S. Goldin and for-

mer FEMA Director James Lee Witt, NASA and

FEMA will apply science, technology and remote

sensing research images of Earth taken by satel-

lites to emergency management issues on the

ground, such as mapping of floodplains and earth-

quake fault lines, and observation of wildfires and

other natural hazards.

"This new partnership between NASA and FEMA

demonstrates the diverse and wide-ranging applica-

tions of NASA's Earth science research and tech-

nology and its benefit to the American people," said

Dr. Ghassem Asrar, Associate Administrator for

Earth Sciences, NASA Headquarters, Washington,

DC. "The Office of Earth Sciences is eager to form

new partnerships with other government agencies

such as FEMA, as well as with industry and public

groups to expand America's use of our Earth sci-

ence data."

'I am extremely happy to have NASA as a Project

Impact partner," said Witt. "Using the technologies

by NASA for disaster prevention will help in saving

lives and make communities all across America

disaster-resistant."

The agreement outlines a first cooperative effort

to map floodplains in California's Los Angeles basin;

around Sacramento, California; Virginia Beach, Vir-

ginia; the Red River along the North Dakota and Min-

nesota borders; and San Francisco, California. Using

laser-imaging and radar-mapping data, NASA and

FEMA are evaluating technology for creating more

accurate maps of these areas that will help state and

local officials model and understand drainage and

run-off, which are vital to their disaster preparedness.

Local communities will benefit from these precise

maps by better understanding the physical character-

istics of their communities.
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At the same time, NASA Earth scientists will

gain valuable data for technology development, val-
idation and calibration of satellites and the under-

standing of land use, land cover and flood hazards.

America's flood insurance industry also will benefit

from the accuracy of

these new maps, which

will provide more precise
views of flood-threatened

areas.

As the agreement is

implemented, NASA
researchers and their

FEMA colleagues will use

a variety of public and

private satellites and air-
craft-mounted Earth-

observing instruments.

These efforts will help in

understanding issues

such as soil permeability

and saturation, which affect how much water dur-

ing a flood would likely be absorbed, as opposed to

remaining above the ground and possibly causing

damage to crops, houses and communities.

"TH_s NEw PartneRSHIP BEtween NASA

AND FEMA DEMonStrateS tHE DIVERSE

AND wIDe-ranGinG aePuCanons OF

NASA'S Earth sCIEnce reSEarCH anD

TECHNOLOGY AND ITS BENEFIT TO THE

AMERICAN PEOPLE."

Satellite imagery also can provide state and local

officials with maps of vegetation in areas prone to

wildfires. This information can be used by firefight-

ers to determine which types of plants are more

likely to fuel wildfires and better predict what paths

such fires may take.

Using airplanes and

spacecraft that observe
characteristics of Earth

invisible to the naked

eye, researchers can bet-
ter see characteristics of

Earth's surface that are

changing and can indi-

cate where earthquake
fault lines or volcanoes

may be expanding, which
is vital data for under-

standing and preparing

for these dangerous phe-
nomena.

The partnership between the space program and

FEMA is part of NASA's Earth Science Enterprise, a
coordinated research program that studies Earth's

land, oceans, ice, atmosphere and life as a total sys-

NATIVE AMERICANS LEARNING FROM GLOBAL INFORMATION SYSTEM
III I

I;i i_undamentaisofRemOteSen,s_.*acoursetaughtbyageologyprofessorattheUniversityofCincinnatiinOhiois
/now availableat Mi_s LeechLakeTribalCollege(LLTC),thanksto a partnershiphetweenNASAGlenn

ResearchCenter(GRC)andtheOhioViewConsortium.

Dr.RichardBeckwillusea televtdeoconferencingfacilityto link upwiththeGeographicalInformationSystem(GIS)

LaboratoryatLLTCinCassLake,Minnesota.TheremotesensingcoursestartedatthebeginningofJanuary.

Aspart ofthecollatx_atio_,NativeAmericanRemoteSensing,Inc.(NARSINC)andtheWaterResourcesOfficeatthe

LeechLakeReservationwiltdevelopacustomGISwithfiveapplications:wildriceharvesting,maple_sy_ptappiog,fishand

wildlifemanagement,waterresourcemanagementandmapdigitizingforreservationboundaries.

C-,RC'se_zica_=_neeq tec_aan,DavidR.PU_, istheNzqveArnerk_Umn_ _ s¢¢_ _ _ _
Native_ _A(Msop/Cooncfl,anadvisorygroup-mlmljedby GRC'sOfficeof Eqtia]Oppoduflily.Piume_"willorganize
communicationbelweenIt_variousparlr_rsinthepr"oject:GRC,NARSINC,LLTCandlheUniversity_Cfncinn_.

TheOhioViewConsortiumis an educationaloutreachprogram in remotesensingthat is designedto inc_.

awareness,,developapplicationsanddecreasecosts.PartnersincludeGRC,theU.$, GeologY_SurveyEROS(Earth

ResourcesObservationSystems)DataCe_er.OhioLINK,theOhioSupercomputer_, _ (OhioAcademic
ResourcesNetwork),NREN(NASAResearchandE_ Network)andaconsortiumofei_tOhlounive_." Theeight
¢miversit_are:BowingGreenStateUnivecsity,OhioUniversity,theUniversityof Cincinnati.KentStateUniversily,The
OhioStateUnive|'sity,MiamitJfliversityofOhio,theUniversityof Akronandre Universityof Totedol"-" "

TheOhioViewConsortiumhasrecentlybecomea nationwideorganizationandiscalted_iew. Thereare
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tem. This initiative is part of an aggressive new strat-

egy devoted to significantly increasing the applica-

tion of NASA remote sensing data, information,

science and technologies to societal needs, ensuring

maximum return on taxpayer investments. Q

For more information, contact Bavid Steitz at NASA Headquarters _,_-)

202/358-1730 _ dsteitz@hqnasa.gov Please mention you read about it in

f,_nov3t_on.

EmergencyVehicleWarning
SystemTested

SYSTEM DEVELOPED FOR E-VIEWS, INC.,with the help of the Technology Affiliates Pro-

gram at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in

Pasadena has been approved for testing in Monrovia,

California. The city council has approved an agree-

ment with E-Views to develop and implement an

Emergency Vehicle Intersection Early Warning Sys-

tem that will alert drivers to approaching emergency

vehicles to reduce the potential for traffic collisions.

The E-Views system involves the installation of

transponders in several police and fire emergency

vehicles and the installation of visual display boards

on traffic signal mastarms above the centers of the

intersections in Monrovia, California.

The transponders will communicate via

microwave with receivers on the display boards. As

the emergency vehicle approaches the intersections,

the police officer or firefighter activates the transpon-

der, which automatically turns the traffic light to yel-

low, then red, for cross traffic.

The intersections' visual warning display signs

will also be activated and approaching drivers will see

bright flashing vehicle warning symbols on the dis-

plays informing them of the direction from which

emergency traffic is approaching, from as far as 3,500

feet. The lighted icons will appear to move across the

displays synchronized with the actual emergency

vehicle's movement.

Monrovia Chief of Police Joe Santoro, reporting

to the City Council on the project, said, "When

responding to emergencies with red lights and

sirens, emergency vehicles present a serious traffic

hazard to themselves and other vehicles and pedes-

trians while passing against traffic through an

intersection. Confusion, inattention, mobile

phones, car radios, hearing impairment, distracting

children and failure to hear sirens and see flashing

lights are just a few of the many causes of serious

accidents that result in multi-million-dollar law-

suits against cities and states."

Santoro said that in the United States alone, more

than ]56,000 accidents involving emergency vehicles

occurred at intersections from the early 1980s to

1995, resulting in 6,550 deaths. National Safety

Board statistics show that 40 percent of firefighters

killed in the line of duty died in accidents on the way

to an incident. The majority of these accidents are at

intersections.

In 1997, Santoro reported, more than 15,000 acci-

dents with emergency vehicles responding to emer-

gency calls occurred in the United States, resulting in

8,000 injuries, 500 fatalities and millions of dollars in

liability claims and vehicle repairs.

Through JPL's Technology Affiliates Program,

large and small businesses can work with JPL engi-

neers to solve specific tasks. Upon joining this innov-

ative program. E-Views, formerly E-Lite Limited,

partnered with JPL engineers with specialized exper-

tise to solve engineering design issues. These

included not only E-Views' customized transponders,

but also comprehensive designs that blend with exist-

ing city communications infrastructures.

The Technology Affiliates Program is just one of

several JPL technology transfer programs designed to

bring the benefits of the space program to American

industry. {}

For more information, visit the Commercial Technology Program's Web site at

http'//techtransferjplnasagov or contact Conrad Poster, technical group

supervisor at NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory @ 818,/354-5070

ConradFoster@1plnasagov Please mention you read about it in

NASARoboticsCouldHelp
SpinalCordPatients

'ASA ENGINEERS AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGISTSfrom the University of California, Los Angeles

(UCLA), are creating a robot-like device that could

help rehabilitate thousands of Americans each year

with spinal cord injuries.

"We are developing a prototype robotic stepper

device that, when testing is complete, will become
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the basis of a rehabilitation approach that can

potentially help some people now wheelchair-

bound take their first steps," said Jim Weiss, pro-

gram manager for collaborative neural repair at

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena,

California. "This system can do the work of three

therapists and help monitor patient progress in a

controlled manner."

The device, still in the

developmental phase, will

look like a standard tread-

mill with robotic arms

attached to the front. The

treadmill will be used in

conjunction with a sus-

pension harness used to

variably support the

patient's weight while

walking on the moving

treadmill. The arms

attach to the patient's legs

and ankles using mecha-

nisms resembling knee

braces that guide the legs

properly on the moving treadmill.

The robotic stepper device is one of several pro-

jects in the Neural Repair Program supported by the

UCLA Brain Research Institute and JPL. UCLA neu-

rologists now believe that by using the robotic step-

per device as a rehabilitation approach, many patients

functionally confined to wheelchairs currently may

be able to learn to walk again, and those with limited

movement could improve their level of functional

walking. Researchers emphasize the robotic stepper

is still under development and is not yet ready for use

in rehabilitation. However, the device could be part of

clinical trials at UCLA by 2004.

"We see tremendous potential for rehabilitation

that uses this form of therapy," said Dr. Reggie

Edgerton, Professor in the Departments of Physio-

logical Science and Neurobiology at UCLA. "Some

rehabilitation centers around the world are starting

programs that will allow therapists to train individu-

als afflicted with spinal injuries, stroke and perhaps

other neuromotor disorders to improve their mobil-

ity and stepping capacity," Edgerton said. "This

robotic device could help therapists in those rehabil-

itation efforts."

Current rehabilitation therapies are labor-

intensive, requiring up to four therapists per

ROBOIIC STEPPER DEVICE THAI, WHEN

IESTING IS COMPLETF, wILL BECOME

THE BASIS OF A REHABILITATION

APPROACH THAT CAN POTENTIALLY H|LP

SOME PEOPLE NOW WHEELCHAIR-

pf

I_OUND IAKE IHEIR EIRSI SLIPS.

patient. Unlike therapists, who can only estimate

and observe a patient's progress, the robotic device

takes precise force, torque, acceleration and resis-

tance measurements of the patient's movement,

assessing each step the patient takes on the moving

treadmill. These precise measurements would help

therapists monitor the day-to-day progress of their

patients and provide valuable information on the

effectiveness of the ther-

"WE ARE DEVELOPING A PROI()IYP[ apy. These measure-

ments will be analyzed

every millisecond by a

model-based control sys-

tem to assist the thera-

pist in controlling the

therapy.

JPL robotic engineers

have worked alongside

UCLA neurophysiolo-

gists and therapists to

develop the device,

which has highly sensi-

tive sensors that collect

up to 20 different data

readings per leg while the patient is walking on the

moving treadmill. The device, connected to a com-

puter, displays the information on a screen for

therapist monitoring and assessment of the

patient's progress.

According to Weiss, the same device could also be

useful in helping to maintain normal astronaut

movements in differing microgravity situations, and

then help retrain them to walk normally prior to

their return to Earth after prolonged periods in

space, such as extended missions on the International

Space Station.

JPL and UCLA are actively pursuing efforts to

commercialize the robotic system. JPL technically

supported UCLA in filing a patent application in

August.

"Many technologies developed at NASA for space

exploration have tremendous medical applications.

We can provide practical solutions based on our engi-

neering experience," said Dr. Antal Bejczy, senior

research scientist and lead engineer on the robotic

stepper device at JPL. •

For more information, contact Jim Weiss at (___.)626/354-5420

James.RWeiss@jplnasagovPleasementionyouread aboulit in

//ttlov:_r_,):_.
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"Lifeboat"LandsSafely

HE WORLD'S LARGEST PARAFOIL CARRIED AN
advanced X-38 test craft to a touchdown on

November 2, 2000 at NASA Dryden Flight Research

Center at Edwards, California.

This was the first flight test of the final configura-

tion of the X-38 atmospheric test vehicle that

included a rounded aft end, identical to the shape of

the X-38 spaceflight vehicle now under construction

at NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas. A

space test of an uncrewed X-38 is planned for August

2002 when it will be released from a Space Shuttle to

fly back to Earth.

Released from under the wing of NASA's B-52 air-

craft at an altitude of 36,500 feet, the X-38 had a

flight control problem that resulted in a 360-degree

roll following the drop from the B-52. As scheduled,

at 24 seconds into the flight the X-38's 80-foot diame-

ter drogue parachute was deployed and the vehicle

recovered from the roll.

The flight test also featured a 7,500-square-foot

parafoil with a surface area more than one-and-a-half

times that of the wings of a 747 jumbo jet. A second

problem occurred at 19,000 feet when the parafoil

began its deployment while the X-38 was in a nose up

attitude. However, the parafoil deployed without

damage and flew to a safe touchdown less than half a

mile from the original target. Touchdown speed was

less than 40 miles an hour. "Today our design faced a

test. Most systems worked well, some didn't," said X-

38 program manager John Muratore. "We're going to

take the results of this test, improve the design, and

we will be back to test it again. That's the nature of

flight testing," he added.

The X-38 is a prototype "lifeboat" for the Inter-

national Space Station, designed to carry up to

seven passengers home from orbit in an emer-

gency. The project combines proven technolo-
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gies--a shape borrowed from a 1970s Air Force lift-

ing body project--with some of the most cutting-

edge aerospace technology available today, such as

the most powerful electric motors ever used to

control a spacecraft.

An innovative approach is enabling the X-38 to be

developed at a tenth of the cost of past estimates for

such a project. Although the United States leads the

development of the X-38, international space agen-

cies also are participating. Contributing nations

include Germany, Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands,

France, Spain. Sweden and Switzerland.

For more information, contact Leslie Williams at NASA Dryden Flight

Researcb Center @ 661/276-3893 _ testiewithams@dfrc.nasagov

Please mention you read about it in ,,,!,_u,_t_n/_.

NASACenter

OpensNewOffice

'ASA HAS CREATED A NEW PROGRAM
office to lead efforts to enable development of

a new reusable launch vehicle for flight in 2010

that will be dramatically safer and less expensive

than today's rockets.

The new Second Generation Reusable Launch

Vehicle (RLV) Program Office at NASA Marshall

Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, is part

of NASA's Space Launch Initiative and an integral

part of the agency's Integrated Space Transporta-

tion Plan.

Other elements of the plan include upgrades for

safety of NASA's first generation RLV--the Space

Shuttle--and developing technologies for third and

fourth generation transportation systems.

The office, charged with identifying require-

ments and developing technologies for the second

generation RLV, is seeking proposals from industry

and academia to reduce the business and technical

risk associated with developing the next-generation

reusable launch system. The proposals are a step

toward enabling development of a launch system

beginning in 2005, leading to an operational sys-

tem that will dramatically increase safety and

reduce the cost of spaceflight.

The second generation RLV program will build

on NASA's former X-33, X-34 and current X-37

program testing new materials, structures, propul-

sion, computers and other technologies needed to

meet the program's goal of significantly increasing

safety to a 1 in 10,000 chance of loss of life and

reducing payload launch costs from $10,000 per

pound today to $1,000 per pound.

"We hope that this program will give a boost to

America's efforts to build a safer and more eco-

nomical 'highway to space,' make the multi-

billion-dollar commercial space industry a clear

world leader and stimulate competition--all for

the good of the economy, as well as our nation's

future space exploration plans," said Dan Dumb-

acher, manager of the Second Generation RLV Pro-

gram Office.

Earlier this year, NASA solicited industry pro-

posals and awarded contracts to define national

mission needs and top-level system requirements

to meet safety and cost goals for a second genera-

tion RLV. They were the springboard for the five-

year, $4.5 billion effort to reduce the risk

associated with building and operating next-gener-

ation launch systems. The effort also is aimed at

enabling more than one commercial option for

private ownership and operation of reusable

launch vehicles, as well as opening additional mar-

ket opportunities for getting cargo to the Interna-

tional Space Station.

NASA field center roles in the new program

include: Marshall for program management,

propulsion, cryogenic tanks; Langley Research Cen-

ter, Hampton, Virginia, for airframe development;

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California, for

thermal protection systems and automated vehicle

health monitoring; Kennedy Space Center, Florida,

for ground operations; Dryden Flight Research Cen-

ter, Edwards, California, for flight testing; Johnson

Space Center, Houston, for crew systems and flight

operations support; Glenn Research Center, Cleve-

land, for subsystems and propulsion support; and

Stennis Space Center, Mississippi, for engine sys-

tems testing. The U.S. Department of Defense also

will be involved in defining requirements and coor-

dinating technical activities for the Second Genera-

tion RLV Program.

For morn information, contact Rosalie Allen, Manager, Program Ptannin_ and

Development, Space Transportation Directorate, NASA Marshall Space :light

Center @ 256/544-0117 [_ Rosalie _Aflen@msfcnasa.gov Pease

mention you read about it in/nnnv_tion.
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Hands-OffApproach
LandsPassengerJet

MAGINE BEING ABLE TO LAND A JUMBO JET
without ever taking control of the stick. NASA

scientists recently demonstrated the ability to con-

trol a 757 passenger jet simulation, using only

human muscle-nerve signals linked to a computer.

Scientists outfitted a pilot with an armband

implanted with eight electrodes. The sensors read

muscle nerve signals as the pilot made the gestures

needed to land a computer-generated aircraft at

San Francisco International Airport in California.

The pilot also demonstrated the ability to land a

damaged aircraft during emergency landing drills.

The work was reported in the October 2000 pro-

ceedings of the World Automation Congress.

"This is a fundamentally new way to communicate

with machines--another way to talk with our

mechanical world," said the paper's principal author,

Dr. Charles Jorgensen, head of the Neuroengineering

Laboratory at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett

Field, California. The other authors are fellow Ames

researchers Dr. Kevin Wheeler and Dr. Slawomir

Stepniewski. "This new technology is significant in

that bioelectric control of computers can replace

computer keyboards, mice and joysticks for some

uses," Jorgensen added.

4 i?J':_ _M'_;_'J _'_,'_!l _!

9!_!_!,; _ !if" i',! ,Ll':r ;,' ,'H!,, _
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,5,'.'_i,:,_nb,'>tDEtt f'v'A_'A Am_'7,S

Roseamh Center's

_dLJLJa!_'t!D_tfTeurl/7_Laboratory
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"In the experiment, a pilot closes his fist in

empty air, makes movements and creates nerve

signals that are captured by a dry electrode array

on his arm," said Jorgensen. "The nerve signals are

analyzed and then routed through a computer,

allowing the pilot to control the simulated air-

plane."

The pilot sees the aircraft and control panel

projected on a large, dome-shaped screen while fly-

ing the aircraft.

Engineers made the first prototype armband

from exercise tights, and used metallic dress-

buttons as dry electrodes. "An advantage of using

bioelectric machine control is that human nerve

signals can be linked directly with devices without

the aid of joysticks or mice, thereby providing

rapid, intuitive control," Jorgensen added. "This

technology also is useful for astronauts in space-

suits who need to control tools in space."

Bioelectric control uses "neural net" software

that "learns" patterns that can slowly change and

evolve with time, as well as combining many pat-

terns together to generate a response.

Nerve signal patterns, each of which is poten-

tially as unique as a fingerprint, are a perfect appli-

cation for neural net software. A particular

nerve-signal pattern tells muscles to move in a cer-

tain way. A computer can match each unique

nerve-signal pattern with a particular gesture, such

as making a fist or pointing. Scientists designed

software that can adjust for each pilot's nerve pat-

terns, which can be affected by caffeine use, bio-

rhythms, performance stress and the amount of fat

under the skin.

To demonstrate bioelectric muscle control of

the simulated 757 airplane during emergencies,

researchers combined this technology with two

other NASA developments, the ability of the neural

net software to learn to fly damaged airplanes and

propulsion-only landing of aircraft.

In about one-sixth of a second, a computer

onboard a damaged aircraft can "relearn" to fly a

plane, giving the pilot better control. Severe dam-

age, such as partially destroyed wings, fuselage

holes or sensor failures greatly alters how an air-

plane handles, and a pilot's controls may respond

oddly or might not work at all, according to Jor-

gensen.

"When we combined the three technologies, the

bioelectrically wired pilot took the simulated air-

craft into landing scenarios with a cascading series

of accidents, first locking rudder controls and then

progressing to full hydraulic failure," said Jor-

gensen. "For each case, successful landings were

demonstrated for autopilot, damaged and propul-

sion-only control."

The Neuroengineering Laboratory is also study-

ing the use of direct measurements of brain elec-

trical activity or EEG to control computers and

other devices. Dr. Leonard Trejo is training test

subjects to change their own brain activity for use

as a command signal to select items from a com-

puter menu or to navigate through complex data

displays. Sensors in a lightweight headset, much

like the headphones of a portable CD player,

amplify tiny electrical signals generated by the

brain and transmit them to a computer, where they

are converted into signals that can be used for con-

trol. In the future, it may be possible to combine

direct brain control and nerve-muscle control in a

completely hands-free interface such as a wearable

cockpit. Q

For more information, contact Phil Herlth, Technology Commerciahzation

Manager at NASA Ames Research Center (_ 650/604 0625

pherlth@mail.arc.nasagov Please mention you read about it in

7J>_70Wj[J'Ot7.
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AIRPORT TOWER SIMULATOR WINS AWARD

opularSciencemagazineeditors recentlyrecognizedFutureFlightCentral,NASA'sairport towersimulator, in the
aviationandspacecategoryoi themagazine's"Bestof What'sNew"contest.

FutureFlightCentral,
a virtual reality sim-

ulator, canreplicatethe

complete operation of
anairportfromthepoint

of viewof theair traffic

control tower. The

simulator is helping

planners test ways to

reduce airport delays,

increase capacity and

maintainsafety.

"Airport planners
who useour simulator

can test solutions to

critical problemsin the

safety of a virtual

world," said Nancy

Dorighi,managerof the

FutureFlight Central
simulator at NASA

AmesResearchCenter,

MolfettField,California.

"FutureFlight Central

not only uses modern

computertechnology,

but also permits

controllers, pilots and

ground personnel to

perform their jobs

during thesimulations.
That allows those Futu[eYlight Central, which can rephcate the compi_e operation of an airport from the point of

people to influence v_ew_ftheairtraf_cc_ntr_t_Wer_recent_yrece_vedanawan_fr_mP_pu_arSciencemagaz_ne

decisionsthat laterwill Thesimulator is helping planners test ways to redu_:c 4_fl#or_delays, increase capacity and

affectthemon thejob," maintain safety. Photo provided by NASA Ames Re_,_J_c/_Center

Dorighisaid.

FutureFlightCentralcanhouseasmanyas a dozenair trafficcontrollers,and it can representthebusiestU.S.airport

towersin sizeand capability.Thefacility is a walk-in, lull-scale,360-degreesimulatorthatcan realisticallytestnew

patternsof groundlraffic,newlowerlocationsandmanyotherairportfactorsin a realistic,computerizedworld.

"Wecan representanyairfieldin existence,oras plannedforthefuture,"Dorighisaid."Wecanmeasuretheimpactof

a changeon theairport'scapacity,andletthecontrollerstry it first-hand,allbeforeanythingis built."

In FutureFlightCentral,scenesevolvein thesamemannerthatreal-woTldchangesoccur.Airplanescomeandgo,and

weatherchanges.Controllersusea simulatedradiosystem,radardisplaysandotherfamiliartools. Q

More FutureFlightCentral informationisonthe Internetat http.//ffc.arc.nasa.gov
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SMALL BUSINESS/SBIR

KnowledgeBasedSystem&the

IS comtnercJatizJtlg at] expert

software system developed

under an SBfR contract with

NASA Kennedy Space Center

Photoprovidedby NASA

KennedySpaceCenter

ExpertSoftwareProduct
Commercialized

TEXAS COMPANY SPECIALIZING IN ARTIFI-
cial intelligence applications is marketing an expert

software system developed under a Small Business

Innovation Research (SBIR) contract with NASA

Kennedy Space Center (KSC).

Knowledge Based Systems, Inc. (KBSI), of College

Station, Texas, is commercializing the Optimization Mod-

eling Assistant IOMA) within its ProSim TM simulation

tool. KBSI is a dynamic analysis, modeling and systems

software development company specializing in business

redesign and corporate integration software and services.

KBSI provides tools, training and consulting for a wide

range of enterprise needs, including business process

analysis, project and cost management, activity-based

costing, process and data modeling, discrete event simu-

lation, workflow optimization and functional analysis.

The OMA is a knowledge-based software tool that

facilitates optimization model development. It provides

intelligent assistance for developing optimization mod-

els from structured domain descriptions. The intended

users of the tool include domain experts who are unfa-

miliar with or novices at using optimization techniques

to solve their problems. The tool provides knowledge-

based assistance to users in the various steps of the

model development process, like knowledge acquisition,

simplification, model design, interpretation of results

and sensitivity analysis.

KBSI innovator Dr. Perakath Benjamin believes that

the OMA will result in an increase in the use of optimiza-

tion models in solving various manufacturing, operations

planning, logistics, scheduling and business engineering

problems. ProSim TM is marketed as a state-of-the-art

process modeling tool that can visually capture corporate

knowledge of key processes and allows the user to create

animated simulations and visualizations of workflow

index the distributed corporate information sources with

a process knowledge map, publish the knowledge base on

the World Wide Web, package and distribute standardized

process knowledge with the ProSim TM viewer and show

cross organization processes with swimlane.

The OMA was developed under an SBIR contract with

KSC. The project's approach applies knowledge-based sys-

tems techniques to the automation of the optimization

design process. ProSim TM has been used at KSC for mod-

eling shuttle flow process. OMA optimization tools are

currently targeted for integration with the KSC Space-

port Systems Processing Model. The University of Central

Florida is working with KSC on this simulation model.

Other federal efforts are using and extending OMA at Tin-

ker Air Force Base and at the Corpus Christi Army Depot.

The OMA supports the automatic design of an opti-

mization model from management's description of a

problem and statement of a set question that needs to

be answered. The project attempts to improve the capa-

bility of domain experts to provide accurate descriptions

of their systems, situations or problems; improve the

productivity of experienced optimization analysts in

technique selection, model design and execution; facili-

tate effective communication between domain experts

and optimization analysts; and automate the design of

executable optimization models. Q

For more information, contact Tom Gould at NASA Kennedy Space Center

(_ 321/867-6238 [_ Thomas.Gould-l@kscnasa.gov Please mention you read

about it in Innovation.

SBIRProgram
Reauthorized

OMETIMES EVEN THE BEST-LAID PLANS GO
awry. That is exactly what happened to NASA s

(SBIR) Program during the fall of 2000. The program

had planned to award its program year 1999 Phase II

contracts (which had been selected in late August) in

early November. It had planned to announce its selec-

tions for program year 2000's Phase I contracts on Octo-

ber 13, with contract negotiation and award to be

completed by mid-December. However, the Congres-

sionally mandated SBIR Program's authorization expired

on September 30, 2000, and the reauthorization got

caught up in the end of the Congressional year, which

was further exacerbated this year by the uncertainty of

the Presidential elections.
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Because NASA could not be certain that the SBIR

Program reauthorization language would end up in a
bill that was actually passed by Congress and signed by

the President, it was determined that the program could

not move forward with awards unless and until the pro-

gram was fully reauthorized. That reauthorization was

accomplished on December 21, 2000, as part of the Con-

solidated Appropriations Act of 2000.

NASA quickly moved forward to make both the selec-
tions and awards that had been held up. The Program

Year 2000 Phase I selections were announced on Decem-

ber 22, 2000, with negotiations and awards scheduled to

be completed by February 16, 2001. The vast majority of

Program Year 1999 Phase II contracts were quickly final-

ized, with most signed and underway by early January.
The reauthorization extends the program for an

additional eight years, through September 30, 2008. In
addition, the major elements of the program remain

unchanged. The amount of funding for the program is

held constant at 2.5 percent of each participating

agency's extramural R&D budget and the three-phase

structure of the program is also unchanged.

There were several improvements made to the pro-

gram in the new legislation. The most important of

these may be the improved protection of the small busi-

ness's intellectual property rights through the Phase II1
process. In addition, there is a new program entitled the

Federal and State Technology Partnership, or FAST Pro-

gram. This program will provide local mentoring and

support programs for companies interested in pursuing
SBIR contracts or grants. The funding for the FAST Pro-

gram will be initiated at the state level with matching

funds provided by the federal government.

Other improvements to the program include fur-

ther development of electronic data management that
will assist firms with commercialization efforts as well

as identifying business mentors. The National

Research Council was directed to conduct comprehen-

sive studies of the SBIR Programs at agencies, includ-

ing NASA, with SBIR budgets of more than $50

million. The studies will attempt to determine how the

SBIR Program has stimulated technological innova-
tion and used small businesses to meet federal

research and development needs.

Although there was a fairly significant delay in get-

ting the program reauthorized, the NASA SBIR Pro-

gram has tried hard to catch up and get back on track.
There are two final adjustments that will occur in the

near future. The first will be the selection of approxi-

mately 28 additional Program Year 1999 Phase II

awards. Due to the delay in reauthorization, there was a

level of uncertainty about the NASASBIR budget for the

current fiscal year. After the program's status became

clear, the final budget determination, which increased

the budget by several million dollars, was made.

The second significant adjustment to the future

schedule is being made to complete the catch-up effort.

That adjustment is a modification of the Program Year

2001 schedule. Originally, the SBIR Solicitation was

scheduled to come out in May of 2001. That date has

been moved up and the 2001 Solicitation will open on

March 28; the full Solicitation will be available on the

SBIR Program's Web site at http://sbir.nasa.gov The
Solicitation will close on June 6, 2001. O

Formore information, visit the SBIBWeb site at http//sbir nasa.gov

SMALL BUSINESS PROJECTS SELECTED
I I

evelopinga newclassofdeep-seavehiclesfor samplecollectionis justoneof the280
researchproposalsNASAhasselectedfor PhaseI contractawardsas partof itsSmall

BusinessInnovationResearch(SBIR)Program.Thecombinedtotaloftheawardsis expected
tobemorelhan$19million.

ThegoalsoftheSBIRProgramareto stimulatetechnologicalinnovation;increasetheuse

of smallbusiness,includingwomen-ownedanddisadvantagedfirms, in meetingfederal

researchanddevelopmentneeds;andincreaseprivatesectorcommercializationof federally
fundedresearchresults.

NASAreceived1,847proposals,submittedby small,high-technologybusinessesfrom

acrossthecountry.Theproposalswerereviewedfortechnicalmeritandfeasibility,aswellas

relevanceto NASAresearchandtechnologyrequirements.Thesel_ed firmswill beawarded

fixed-pricecontractsvaluedupto$70,000eachto perlormasix-monthPhaseIfeasibilitystudy.

CompaniesthatsuccessfullycompletethePhaseI activitiesareeligibleto competefor

PhaseI1selectionthefollowingyear.ThePhaseII awardallowsfora two-year,fixed-price

contractinanamountupto$f_O,000.
Researchinto thedevelopmentol thenewclassof deep-seavehiclesprojectis being

undertakenbyDeepSeaDNA of PointRichmond,California.Theobjeclot theresearchis lo

reducethecostsofdeep-seaexplorationandretrievalof biologicalandgeologicalsamplesvia

thedevelopmentofa newgenerationof deep-seacraft.Thevehicleswill besimpleto operate,

easilycontrolledandtrackedandhaveefficientcommunicationssystems.NASA'sinterestin

deep-seaexplorationis basedin theastrobiologyprogram,whichincludesthestudyol the

origin,evolutionanddistributionof life in theuniverse.Astrobiologyprovidesa biological
perspectiveto manyareasof NASAresearch,linking suchendeavorsas thesearchfor

habitableplanets,explorationmissionsto MareandEuropa,effortsto understandtheoriginof

lifeandplanningforthefutureoflifebeyondEarth.

TheNASASBIRProgramManagementOfficeis locatedat NASAGoddardSpaceFlight

Center,Greenbelt,Maryland,with executiveoversightby NASA'sOfficeof Aerospace

Technology,NASAHeadquarters,Washington,DC.IndividualSBIRprojectsaremanagedby

NASA'stenfieldcenters.._.

For more information, contact Michael eraukua at NASA Headquarters @ 202/358-1979

mbraukus@hq.t_sa,gov Please mention you read about it in Innovation.
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Thin Film Heat Flux Sensor
NASA Glenn Research Center is seeking part-

nerships with industry for aerospace and non-aero-

space applications for the purpose of transferring

the process for fabricating thin film heat flux sen-

sors. Benefits of the sensors include the fact that

they can measure heat flux at temperatures up to

1,700 degrees F; can be fabricated directly on parts

without cutting into the part; are minimally intru-

sive in engines; are of small mass, so high fre-

quency measurements can be made; provide

accurate knowledge of heat loading on critical

propulsion system components; and can measure

heat fluxes up to 88 BTU/ft 2 sec. The heat flux sen-

sor has now been incorporated into a multi-func-

tion sensor that measures strain magnitude and

direction, surface temperature, and heat flux.

Potential commercial uses include measuring heat

flux incidents on ceramic engine parts and rocket

engine parts, measuring heat flux in automotive

engines and aircraft engines, measuring furnace

output, detecting fires, and for calorimetry.

Heat flux is measured by using temperature

sensors (thermocouples) to determine the temper-

ature difference across a test material. This is

accomplished by fabricating a thermopile (two or

more thermocouples connected in series) on the

surface of a material. The thermopile is arranged

so that the junctions are in concentric circles. The

outer set of thermopile junctions is coated with a

thin insulator and the inner one with a thick insu-

lator. Heat passing through the insulators pro-

duces a different temperature at each set of

junctions. The incident heat flux is directly propor-

tional to this temperature difference. The thin film

heat flux sensors are fabricated as a plug-type sen-

sor on the surface of a ceramic material. They can

also be fabricated directly on the surface of a part

such as a turbine blade. Contact pads for the pur-

pose of making connections to a data system are

built into the heat flux sensor. Vacuum radio fre-

quency sputtering technology and photolithogra-

phy are used to fabricate the sensor. All

components are thin films, so the total sensor

thickness is in the 0.0004- to 0.004-in. range. •

For more information, contact Gus Fralick at Glenn Research Center

@ 216/433-3645 _;] Gustave.CFrahck@grc.nasa.gov Please mention you

read about it in tnt_ow_:,m.

High-Performance, Durable Actuators for
Demanding Applications

NASA Langley Research Center is seeking to

license a Macro-Fiber Composite (MFC) technology

that is a high-performance, cost-competitive, easily

manufactured piezoelectric strain actuator. This

proven technology produces controlled motion when

stimulated by a driving voltage or generates a poten-

tial when strained. The MFC actuator may be embed-

ded in or attached to the surface of a flexible

structure for distributed deflection, vibration control

and strain sensing. Benefits of the technology include

that it is made of commercial, off-the-shelf materials;

is flexible, durable and damage-tolerant; conforms to

surfaces; and is readily embeddable. It features

increased strain actuator efficiency; directional actua-

tion/sensing; low-cost, repeatable manufacturing

processes; an environmentally-safe sealed package;

and demonstrated performance.

Potential applications include use in helicopters

for vibration suppression, rotor blade control and

noise reduction; aircraft for buffet alleviation on

rudders and air foil shaping; spacecraft for vibration

suppression; actuators for shape changing, auto-

focusing, structural stiffening and microposition-

ing; sensors for dynamic structural health

monitoring, direct mechanical-to-electrical conver-

sion and accelerometers; and automobiles for

speakers, interior noise abatement, braking and

speed control.

The actuator is made by slicing a wafer of piezo-

electric ceramic into closely spaced rectangular seg-

ments by using conventional wafer-dicing methods

common to the semiconductor industry. The result-

ing segmented sheet is sandwiched between layers of

adhesive and electroded polyimide film. This film

contains interdigitated electrodes to transfer the

applied voltage to the piezoelements. This assembly

enables in-plane poling-alignment of randomly ori-

ented grains found in the material to a desired elec-

tric field, actuation and sensing in a sealed, durable,

ready-to-use package.

NASA Langley has filed for patent protection on

the MFC manufacturing method and actuator, and

offers licensing opportunities for this technology •

For more information, contact Marisol Garcia at NASA Langley Research

Center ('_ 757/864-5355 _ m.egarcia@larc.nasa.gov Please rnent_on you

read about it in lnnnvabon.
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CTN DIRECTORY

NASA ONLINE

Go tothe NASA _mmetcial

Taclmlqy Network (NCTN)
on the World Wide Web at

h_://nctn.hq.nasa.govto search

NASA technology resources, lind

commercialization opportunities and

learn about NASA's national network

of programs,organizations and

services dedicated to technology

transfer and commercialization.

NASA Field Centers

Amen Research Center

Selected technological strengthsare

InformationTechnologies,Aerospace

Systems,Autonomous Systems for

Space Flight,ComputationalFluid

Dynamicsand Aviation Operations.

Carolina Bloke

Ames Research Center

Moff_ field, Celgomia 94035-1000

650/604-1754

cblake@mait,arcnasagov

Dryden Flight Research Center
Selected technological strengthsare

Aerodynamics,Aeronautics Flight

Testing,Aeropropulsion,FlightSystems,

Thermal Testing and Integrated Systems

Test and Validation.

Jenny Baer-Riedhart

Dryden FlightResearch Center

Edwards, Cagtornia93523-0273

66U276-3689

jenn)_ baer-riedhart@maiLdfrc nasa gov

Glenn Research Center

Selected technological strengths are

Aeropropulsion, Communications,

EnergyTechnology and High

Temperature Materials Research,

Microgravdv Science and Technology

and Instrumentation Control Systems,

Larry Viterna
Glenn Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio44135

215/433-34_

Larry,A Vitema@grc.nasa.gov

Goddard Space Flight Center

Selected technologic alstren_hsare

Earthand PlanetaryScience Missions,

LIDAR, Cryogenic Systems, Tracking,

Telemetry, Command, Optics and

Sensors/Detectors.

George Alcorn
Goddard Space FlightCenter

Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

301/286-5810

george.e.a/corn, l@gsfc.nasa.gov

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Selected technological strengths are

Deep and Near Space Mission Engi-

neering and Operations, Microspace-

craft, Space Communications, Remote

and In-Situ Sensing, Microdevices,

Robotics,and Autonomous Systems,

Merle McKenzie

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, Ca}ifornia 91109

818/3_-257"/

merle.mckeozie@lpknasa.gov

Johnson Space Center
Selected technological strengths are

Life Sciences/Biomedical, Spacecraft

Systems, Information Systems, Robotic

and Human Space Flight Operations

Charlene Gilbert _Act)

Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas 77058

281/483-0474

chaHene.e.ggbert@jsc.nasa.gov

Kennedy Space Center

Sefected technological strengths are
Emissionsand Contamination

Monitoring, Sensors, Corrosion
Protection and Biosciences.

Jim Aliberti

Kennedy Space Center

Kennedy Space Center,

Rorida 32899

321/867-6224

iim.aliberti- t@kmaiLksc.nasa.gov

Langley Research Center

Selected technological strengthsare

Aerodynamics,Right Systems,Materials,

Structures, Sensors, Measurementsand

Information Sciences.

Sam Morello

Langley Research Center

Hampton,Virginia23681-0001

757/864-6005

s,a.morello@larc, nasa_gov

Marshall Space Flight Center
Selected technological strengths are

Materials, Manufacturing, Non-

destructive Evaluation,Biotechnology,

Space Propu_slon,Contro_sand

Dynamics, Structures and MicrograviIy

Processing,

Vernottn McMiltan (Act)

Marshatl Space Fright Center

Huntsville, Alabama 35812

256/544-2615

verne_o.mcm[ilan@msfc.nasa.gov

Stonnis Space Center

Selectedtechnologicalstrengths

are Propulsion Systems, Test/

Monitoring, RemoteSensing and
Nonintrusive Instrumentation.

Kirk Sharp

Stennis Space Center

Stennis Space Center, Mississippi

39529-6(}00

228/688-1914

kirk.sharp@ssc nasagov

NASA's Business
Facilitators
NASA has established several

organizations whose objectives

are to establish joint-sponsored

research agreements and incu-

bate small start-up companies

with significant business promise,

Joseph C. Boeddeker
Ames Technology

Commercialization Center

San Jose, CA

408/557-6789

Grog Hinkebein

Mississippi Enterprise

for Technology

Stennis Space Center, MS
228/688-3144

Wayne P. Zeman
Lewis Incubator for Technology

Cleveland, OH
216/586-3888, 216/229-9445

Thomas G.Rainey
Florida/NASA Business

Incubation Center

Titusville, FL
¢07/383-5200

Celeste Moore

University of Houston/NASA

Technology Center

Houston, TX

713/743-0451

Jeanne Randolph

Business Technology

Development Center

Huntsville, AL
256/704-6000, ext 202

Richard C. (Michael) Lewin

Department of Business

and Ecooomic Oevelopmeot

Greenbelt, MD
800/541-8549

Julie A. Holland

NASA Commercialization

Center/Califoroia State

Polytechnic University

Pomona, CA

909/869-4477

Martin Kaszubowski

Hampton Roads Technology
Incubator

Hampton, VA

757/885-2140

Ann Lensinger
Merger Technology Center
NASA Business Incubator

Baltimore, MD

410/327-9150

Small Business

Programs
Carl Ray

NASA Headqt_arters
Small Business Innovation

Research Program (SBIRJS'FrR)

202/358-4652

cra_hq, nasa.gov

Paul Mexeur

Goddard Space Flight Center

Small Business Technology

Transfer (SBIP,JSTTR)

3011286-8888

paul.mexcur_pop7OO.gsfc.nasa.gov

NASA-Sponsored
Commercial
Technology
Organizations
These organizations were estab-

lished to provide rapid access to

NASA and other federal R&D

agencies and foster cogaboration
between publicand private sector

organizations. They also can

direct you to the appropriate

point of contactwithin the
Federal Laboratory Consortium.

To reach the RTFC nearest you,

call 800t642-2872.

Ken Dozier

Far West Technology
Transfer Center

University of Southern California

213/743-2353

Dr. William Gasko

Center for Technology
Commercialization

508/870-0042

David Bridges

Economic Development Institute

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332

404/894-6786

Gary F. Sere

Mid-Continent Technology
Transfer Center

Texas A&M University

409/845-8762

Charlie Blankenship

Technology Commercialization

Canter, Inc.

Newport News, VA 23606

757/269-0025

Pierrette Woodford

Great Lakes Industrial

Technology Center
Battelle Memorial Institt_te

440/734-0094

Joseph P. Allen

National Technology

Transfer Center

Wheeling Jesuit University

800/678-6882

Dan Winfield

Research Triangle Institute

Technology Applications Team

Research Triangle Park, NC

919/541-6431
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MOVING FORWARD

Multimedia

Classroom of the Future Offers New Program--

"Astronomy Village: Investigating the Solar System" is

now available as a multimedia program supplement

for current middle school science curricula. The pro-

gram allows students to visit a virtual community and

choose from one of two core research topics: "Search

for Life" and "Mission to Pluto." Each investigation

encourages students to participate in scientific inquiry

individually or as members of a group. The software

program allows the students to learn problem-solving

skills along with the science lessons. Produced and

developed by NASA's Classroom of the Future (COTF),

the project was developed with support from the

National Science Foundation (NSF) and with addi-

tional support from NASA. The software evolved from

"Astronomy Village: Investigating the Universe," a

program that was released by the COTF in 1996. For

more information or to obtain a copy of "Astronomy

Village: Investigating the Solar System," contact the

Center for Education Technologies at (304) 243-4416

or view the Web site at http://www.cotf.edu.

Events

The National Technology Transfer Center (NTTC) will

hold the Summer Session of its annual Technology

Commercialization Training Series June 4-7, 2001.

The training will be held at the NTTC, located at

Wheeling Jesuit University in Wheeling, West Vir-

ginia. Courses scheduled for the summer session

include Commercializing Technologies and Technol-

ogy Assessment. Both courses include two days of

instruction and continuing education credits are

available. Course objectives for Commercializing

Technologies include: defining technology transfer

and technology commercialization; listing key pieces

of legislation that promote technology transfer and

commercialization; explaining the technology adop-

tion lifecycle and why the commercialization of tech-

nology is important; outlining the steps in forming a

commercialization team; defining the major elements

of the commercialization process in the private sector;

analyzing a technology, outlining the next stage in the

commercialization process and listing solutions to

obstacles to the commercialization of a sample tech-

nology; describing the elements of a commercializa-

tion plan; and developing a commercialization plan

for a sample technology. Course objectives for Tech-

nology Assessment include: an introduction to tech-

nology assessment, concepts involved in researching

commercial opportunities, portfolio review and tech-

nology inventory process, opportunity assessment,

commercialization strategy, and technology assess-

ment case study. For more information about

the series, visit www.nttc.edu/train or call

1-800-678-NTTC (6882). •
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